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The International Scientific Conference „Thirty Years of the Slovak Republic (Legal and Security Aspects)“ is an international event that responds to the security and legal developments during the 30-year history of the Slovak Republic. At the same time, it highlights the relevance of legal science in this period. The aim of the event is to highlight the thirty-year development of security aspects of the Slovak Republic, as well as to emphasize the role of law in the period of independence. A sub-objective is to present knowledge about the development of the police or other security forces from its inception to the present, as well as visions for the future. The significance and contribution of the international scientific conference lies in the creation of a discussion platform as well as the formulation of conclusions and proposals that can be helpful in broadening the horizons of understanding of the Slovak Republic and its achievements during the 30 years of its independent existence as well as the future direction of the Slovak Republic at the national or international level.

Attention will be paid to the presentation of achievements in the context of the project APVV-17-0217 Service interventions of Police officers and the application of the principle of proportionality from the criminal and administrative law point of view.

Focus of the scientific conference:
1. Establishment of the Slovak Republic as an independent subject of Public International Law.
2. Integration of the Slovak Republic into international organisations.
3. Constitutional development and constitutional aspects of the Slovak Republic.
5. Legal-security milestones of the Police Force.
7. Security environment of the Slovak Republic.
9. Czech-Slovak cooperation at the level of law and security.
10. Human and legal dimension in the Slovak Republic and the Czech Republic.
11. The direction of European states.
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Date of the conference: **20th April 2023** starting at 08.30 a.m.

**Venue:** room U 216, Police Academy in Bratislava, Sklabinská 1, 835 17 Bratislava

**Conference language:** Slovak, Czech, English

**Conference fee:** 15 EUR (covers the costs of organising the conference)

Payment of the conference fee is a condition of participation in the conference.

**Payment details:** Account number: SK05 8180 0000 0070 00409 772 Štátna pokladnica (State Treasury)

Variable symbol: 8005

In the message to the recipient, please indicate the name and surname.

**Registration:** The application for the conference must be sent **no later than 31st March 2023.**

Registration takes place via an **electronic form** –

Link: [https://forms.office.com/e/26mrjZwA0f](https://forms.office.com/e/26mrjZwA0f)  **QR Code:**

(Internet Explorer is not supported)

**Submissions:** Submissions should be sent electronically to:

konferenciakvpv@akademiapz.sk no later than the **day of the conference.**

A peer-reviewed publication with ISBN will be compiled from the submitted papers.

**Contact persons:**
kpt. Mgr. Ivana Rubisová, PhD. +421 961 057470, ivana.rubisova@akademiapz.sk

npor. JUDr. Nina Laca, PhD. +421 961 057125, nina.laca@akademiapz.sk

The international scientific conference will be held in person.

More detailed information, as well as the conference program itself, will be sent to all participants after registration.